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 September is a blissful month to celebrate life. Hopefully the seasonal 
storms bring us healing rains that wash away personal angst and oppressive 
heat. By month’s end we should see subtle scenes that autumn is transforming 
our neighborhood’s landscape. The list of chores for household and back to 
school needs shout for an organized plan. Our birthday celebrants this month 
are resourceful Virgos who rally around structured tasks and love to keep their 
calendars up to date. Be sure to invite your favorite Virgos for a tasty meal and 
honor their place in your life.  
 
Important Dates 
 

September 3: Labor Day 
September 9: Grandparents’ Day 
September 11: Eleventh Anniversary of 9/11  
September 17: Rosh Hashanah 
September 22: Autumn Begins 
September 26: Yom Kippur  
 

ANNOUNCEMENTS: Security: A few very astute readers shared helpful information on 
how to react if you are ever in a situation where someone tries to hijack your ATM 
password and wants you to withdraw funds. You can notify police of your plight by 
entering your pin number in reverse: if it is 1234 then enter it as 4321 and the mistake 
alerts police to immediately send help to that location – the ATM system recognizes 
that your pin number is backwards. All ATMs carry this emergency sequencer by law. 
Also affecting security are messages from individuals inviting you to be a Facebook 
friend; some may actually appear to be contacts you know. Instead of following the 
clicks, contact the inviter directly to find out if that individual has actually sent the 
invitation. Apply the same precautions to LinkedIn invitations. Do not agree to make a 
connection with someone you don’t know; just delete the message and don’t click on 
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links. If you are sending a long e-mail and it has “check out these pictures” or similar 
wording in the subject line your SPAM filter will flag it as junk. 
 
VIRGO’S BIRTHDAY HIGHLIGHTS 
 

Happy Birthday, Virgo! Your industrious Sun Sign rules the 6th House of work, 
daily environments and routines, health, pets, colleagues, nutrition, certain 
medications, herbs, spices, your kitchen, pets the size of dogs or smaller, vitamins, 
efficiency of output, body workers and assimilation. Mercury rules your mind-driven 
sign and many of you seek employment in communication-oriented careers, fact-
finding, patient advocacy, massage, editing, problem-solving or administrative roles. 
Virgos like to be able to put their hands on what they need and usually keep a pretty 
neat filing or organization system going. Your sign rules the kitchen and last year I 
covered facets of kitchen preferences in this newsletter regarding how it is managed 
or equipped. Often chefs or excellent cooks have planets in the 6th House. Virgo rules 
the bowels and intestines; digestion problems bother some of you, while others display 
signs of hypochondria or overdo the dosages of vitamins and supplements. This year 
the Sun enters your sign on August 22 at 1:07 PM EDT and leaves on September 22 at 
10:49 AM EDT.   
  

Your birthday year starts out with Jupiter in Gemini in your solar 10th house of 
career, status in life, ambition, boss, authority figures, government, family matters, 
advancement, limelight and limitations. This position speaks to career advancement 
and how you and those in charge see your fit in the organization; for some it means a 
promotion and perhaps new vistas for relatives. If you heard about a job offer during 
the recent Mercury retrograde period, wait until after mid October to make the 
change. Be aware of just how much you can do and don’t over commit. Jupiter heads 
to Cancer on June 25 and your Solar 11th House of groups, friendships, 
organizations, associations, clubs, holding office, employer’s resources and 
humanitarian pursuits. Your social life will get a boost and you enjoy the new 
connections. Saturn in Libra plays out its cycle through October 4 in your solar 2nd 
House of income, spending, investment, salary requirements, personal resources 
and self-development. Those of you born between September 15 and 22 are in the 
middle of a Saturn transit through early October; you will be doing inventory of plans 
and associates. Make a viable financial plan and learn all you can about your 
investments; talk things over with a partner and agree on the management of 
resources. If you are born August 22 to 31 you will feel the early influence of 
Saturn in Scorpio from October 5 through the end of the year when Saturn moves to 
your solar 3rd House of communications, equipment, transportation, community, 
cousins, siblings, neighbors and education. Short- term classes could be on your radar 
screen; so could one of your traits, worry, so be sure to take some breaths. Don’t let 
fretting lead to overanalyzing events playing out in your life or you miss a great 
opportunity. In 2013 those born August 31-September 12 get the brunt of Saturn 
activity as it moves harmoniously through Scorpio. Born August 27-September 3 Saturn 
makes contact in February and July; born September 3-12 contact occurs for a week or 
two from October through December and again in 2014. Communication and initiative 
are the keys to your success in this positive Saturn cycle – perfect time to study, write, 
mend edgy relationships and gain visibility in your neighborhood. Uranus in Aries 
contacts Virgos born August 22-31 in your solar 8th House of debt, mortgages, 
investments, wills, taxes, lenders, and joint financial holdings or inheritance. Watch 
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what is going on with your money and interest rates; some will refinance or pay off 
loans. Monitor insurance policies and be sure nothing falls between the cracks. In 2013 
those born August 27-September 5 have the strongest Uranus aspects and could see 
financial security go up and down related to someone in the home; conditions change 
and there could be a need to juggle finances differently due to unplanned expenses. 
Windfalls occur through inheritances, a partner’s acumen or a settlement of some 
type. Uranus is the great surprise maker so it’s not easy to say how this plays out; be 
sure to seek astrological advice and counsel. Neptune in Pisces contacts your Virgo 
Sun through the end of the year via your solar 7th House of business, personal, 
marriage and roommate partnerships especially if you were born August 22-26.   
This period works very well for lovebirds but committing could be another matter 
altogether. Make sure you learn all you can about both romantic and business partners 
and watch out for promises that could be hard to keep.  Be sure you don’t get boxed 
into a corner with those who prey on your psyche. You will learn lessons about 
relationships and will find yourself in a very inspirational role with others when the 
positive side of Neptune surfaces. In 2013 those born August 23-27 have the presence 
of mystical Neptune in high aspect in the 7th House – it may accentuate the positive 
nature of your best relationships. If you meet new people who could be personal or 
business partners be sure to put them through the vetting process and don’t rush. 
Have the charts compared and analyzed to see the big picture. Someone you thought 
had a certain set of qualifications may be nothing like that in reality. Be sure your own 
communication is clear and open rather than misleading. This year is one where a 
healthy regimen pays off and makes you fit. Your Neptune Sun transit can be very 
uplifting and you gain confidence in 2013. Neptune in Pisces remains there until 2025 
influencing your solar 7th House. Pluto in Capricorn in your solar 5th House of social 
and romantic life, sports, children, competition, risk taking, speculation, outdoor 
activity, and dating resonates strongly with Virgos born August 29-September 1 
through the end of 2012, where taking a risk and stepping outside of the box drive 
most of your activities for the next year. Many of you will take classes or go for new 
certifications to enhance your skills – and some will do so strictly for enjoyment; self-
expression rocks. Sports will interest others as will children’s activities if you’re a 
parent, teacher or coach. In September 2012 Uranus clashes with Pluto in your 5th and 
8th houses and could mean unexpected expenses related to the attributes of these 
houses; it would be a good idea to avoid taking a risk at this time. Buy lottery tickets 
in September. In 2013 Pluto most affects you if born August 31- September 4 – this 
planet crawls so it will be hanging out in your solar 5th house all year regardless of your 
Virgo birth date but especially when in aspect to the Suns of above dates. This period 
could be a good one for personal growth and expansion – some Virgos could become 
parents or grandparents. The challenges to Uranus in Aries occur in May and November 
in 2013 but overall you learn a great deal about love and life.   
 
 The year 2012 has four eclipses that affect you through May 2013. The May 
20 solar eclipse in Gemini which fell in your solar 10th House of ambition, career, 
success, bosses or authority figures, and status in life or family also has the benefit of 
transiting Jupiter in Gemini in this house. The gift goes on in November when the last 
Gemini eclipse of this cycle occurs on the 28th. Your cycle of career productivity 
continues through May 25 when another eclipse occurs in the opposite sign, Sagittarius 
in your 4th House of home and family. Some Virgos may receive unexpected 
compensation through raises, bonuses, or promotions; others seek new employment 
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while others retire; depending upon other chart aspects the work place could go 
through downsizing or an acquisition; for others family demands intensify. The June 4  
Full Moon lunar eclipse fell in your solar 4th House of home, family, parents, base of 
operations, decorating and landscaping. The cycle can be quite intense through 
November because your job is so demanding and you are stretched thin and unable to 
cope with family demands. Balance will be very important in the months ahead. On 
November 13th the first eclipse in Scorpio occurs in your solar 3rd House of 
communication, equipment, vehicles, transportation, neighborhood, relatives and 
education. The emphasis here is on reaching out to others, networking, corresponding, 
setting meetings and stabilizing your mental attitude; some could be taking courses 
while others have vehicles that need replacement. April 25 brings the first of 5 2013 
eclipses and the next Scorpio eclipse, a partial lunar one in your 3rd House; Saturn 
in Scorpio is along for the ride so it is best if you keep your spirit in high focus and 
avoid getting down in the dumps. Achievement, studies, honors, speaking, and career 
advancement make up topics and goals that occupy your time; even those not involved 
in coursework will be reading, using the I-Pad, Kindle and online e-Mags. The May 9 
Annular solar eclipse occurs in Taurus and will be visible in Hawaii and in your solar 9th 
House dealing with long distance themes attracting your attention: travel, visits from 
in-laws, foreign cultures, children’s colleges, publishing, religion and challenges to 
your higher mind. Self-improvement could be an important goal. The last eclipse that 
affects this birthday cycle comes on May 25 in Sagittarius again in your solar 4th 
House in the form of a penumbral full Moon lunar model: it focuses your attention 
on your home base and either a remodeling, repair or real estate matter. The problem 
is that your work travel or even a desire to take vacations could interfere with 
meeting workload deadlines; some of you will work from home or bring work home. 
You could also be the one who is organizing a family reunion or a big celebration. 
Enjoy this cycle of activity! This section may also be valid if your Ascendant is in Virgo.  
                           
Famous Virgos include: Adam Sandler, River Phoenix, Hugh Grant, Amy Irving, Kobe 
Bryant, Rick Springfield, Steve Guttenberg, Dave Chappelle, Billy Ray Cyrus, Claudia 
Schiffer, Sean Connery, Rupert Grint, Chad Michael Murray, Jack Black, Regis Philbin, 
Gene Simmons, Rachel Bilson, Elvis Costello, Macaulay Culkin, Sarah Chalke, Paul 
Reubens, Jason Priestly, LeAnn Rimes, David Arquette, Colin Firth, Shania Twain, 
Michael Jackson, Cameron Diaz, Van Morrison, Joan Jett, Faith Hill, Pink, Richard 
Gere, Gloria Estefan, Mark Harmon, Lily Tomlin, Keanu Reeves, Charlie Sheen, Jada 
Pinkett Smith, Marc Anthony, Guy Richie, Shannon Elizabeth, Ludacris, Salma Hayak, 
Beyonce Knowles, Raquel Welch, Rosie Perez, Rachel Hunter, Michelle Williams, Lance 
Armstrong, Tyler Perry, Rachel Ward, Fiona Apple, Charles Kuralt, Ryan Phillippe, 
Virginia Madsen, Rachel Ward, Fiona Apple, Sam Neill, Trisha Yearwood, Tommy Lee 
Jones, David Copperfield, Mickey Rourke, Jada Pinkett Smith, Jeremy Irons, Jimmy 
Fallon, Sophia Loren, Bill Murray, Luke Wilson, Faith Hill, Rose McGowan, Jason 
Alexander, Nicole Richie, Ricki Lake, Stephen King, Eric Stoltz and Scott Baio.   
 
PLANETS in LATE AUGUST and SEPTEMBER  
 
 As we approach the start of the Republican and Democrat conventions, very 
few people I talk to these days enjoy the political campaign spots that air constantly. 
An even greater number seem floored by the headlines claiming the news. As I write 
this section the circulating stories are the Vice President’s gaffes, the skinny dipping 
in the Sea of Galilee lark and the Senator from Missouri’s upsetting take on what 
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constitutes legitimate rape. Comments from the public show they want more attention 
on addressing unemployment, the sequestration problems, tax rate resolutions and 
why gasoline prices are on the rise again. 
 
 Chiron retrograde in Pisces 7-5 degrees through the end of September and 
most affects those born February 23-26 who are working through stuck places to 
release and allow the soul to grow. Time to challenge your psyche! The opportunity 
to move forward is yours now – go for it. Mars moves to Scorpio on August 24 and 
stays there through the end of September where it enjoys a fiery interplay with 
planets or positions you have in the fixed signs and other water signs. Expect some 
assertive, insistent, and courageous activity especially if you have planets in Scorpio 
and Taurus and Leo or Aquarius. Mercury completes the Leo cycle on August 31 and 
moves to Virgo through the end of September. Interesting and erratic planetary 
connections occur from the 26th through 30th when the Sun and Mercury interact 
with the now infamous Uranus in Aries and Pluto in Capricorn positions. Depending 
on the rest of your chart you either run into situations that inspire you or confuse you. 
Don’t be afraid to ask questions – take the brilliant with the bizarre and look for the 
truth. No doubt many of you are experiencing great relief after the inconveniences, 
mix-ups and delays that you experienced during Mercury’s retrograde period that 
ended on August 8. I heard from several readers who experienced vehicle, equipment, 
communication, and employment mix-ups. You’re in the clear until November 6. 
Watch August 29 for a power day or a power play. Jupiter resides in Gemini 
throughout this cycle and especially favors the charts of those born June 3-7. Use 
the time to research important areas of your life and especially details of pending 
purchases. Jupiter, the ruler of the 9th House of legislation will give lawmakers 
another go at unpopular or pending policies and laws to get some mileage before the 
November election. Also up for discussion are the hotbeds of activities in the Middle 
East. Syria looms larger as we head into fall. Check your chart where you have planets 
or cusps at 13-16 degrees of Gemini. Saturn is in Libra and most affects Libras born 
October 17-22 suggesting that you get a checkup, tune in to the work climate and 
review current life responsibilities to tweak what needs attention. Libras will be 
relieved to know that September is the last full month that Saturn is in your sign. What 
do you need to bring back into balance? Notice a shift in patterns and a new cycle of 
activity that puts you in the limelight. Uranus in Aries visits the Sun of those born 
March 25-28 when it covers 6 and 7 degrees of Aries. Check your chart for planets in 
those degrees. The aspects bring to light critical areas along with surprising 
discoveries that open new life paths. Get ready for the storm factor and weather 
disruptions, including raging fires for sections of this country and the world. The 
aspects to Pluto in Capricorn mean storm clouds that could lead to increasing warlike 
activity in the Middle East – many of the key leaders have planets under fire. Uranus is 
in a close square to Pluto in Capricorn which affects world conditions through mid-
2015. Recall that this connection is part of a 140-year cycle of Pluto and Uranus that 
has left many people feeling confused and lacking confidence. Changes in the 
consciousness of humanity are feeding chaos as these two planets come together 
exactly on 5 occasions. You have seen recent reaction to the wild stock market ride, 
uncertainty over financial markets in the US and abroad, frustrations over power trips 
and abuse of authority, unexpected weather patterns, and the crimes against 
consumers using Internet and telephone technology to manipulate others. The bottom 
line is that we will need united forces and cooperation to weather planetary and 
personal storms. Neptune now retrograde resides its natural sign Pisces. Look at 
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your chart – wherever you have Pisces at 1-2 degrees is part of a cycle dissolving 
no longer needed life patterns, especially if it is on your Sun, Ascendant or a house 
cusp. While it is retrograde Neptune affects those born February 20-22. Some of 
you will uncover the truth about important relationships, so start with the relationship 
you have with yourself. This could be a fascinating period of time in terms of 
heightened spiritual awareness. Retrograde Pluto moves slowly in Capricorn on the 
Sun of members of the sign born December 28-30. The rest of us should look at any 
planets or houses we have 7 degrees of Capricorn. If Pluto makes contact it is calling 
for regeneration in that house – the status quo has to go. Pluto goes direct on 
September 18 at 1:07 AM EDT. Watch financial markets around that date as it affects 
your money and resources. Neptune rules the oil industry further affecting gasoline 
prices and the areas of the world that hold much of this resource. 
 
LUNAR/SOLAR CYCLES 
 

 September 15: New Moon in Virgo, 10:10 PM EDT, 23°f 37” 

 September 22: Sun Enters Libra, 10:49 AM EDT, Fall Equinox 

 September 29: Full Moon in Aries, 11:18 PM EDT, 7°a22” 

    
PEOPLE, PLACES AND TOPICS IN THE NEWS 
 
 Readers asked for insight into several public figures and events that have come 
up since I mailed the Leo newsletter. Note the emerging prominence of fixed sign 
celebrities noted in this issue – Aquarius and Leo, and those affected by current 
eclipses (Gemini, Virgo, Sagittarius and Pisces). Taurus and Scorpio will begin to make 
more headlines with upcoming eclipses in their signs while activity for the mutable 
signs plays out through fall of 2013. Examples follow.  
 
Jennifer Aniston and Justin Theroux: Here is the classic case of opposites attracting; 
Jennifer is an Aquarius born on February 11 and Justin born August 10 has his Sun 
exactly opposite hers. The couple got engaged on his birthday. Chemistry often 
meshes with this combo – what one member of the couple has in terms of personal 
attributes, personality, talent, compliments the other half of the duo and a shared 
dynamic occurs. Jennifer’s ex, Brad Pitt, and Angelina Jolie have birth Suns that also 
occupy opposite signs – Brad’s a Sagittarius and Angelina is a Gemini. All signs pointed 
to them marrying in the August/September timeframe this year but as I write this 
section there has been no ceremony. Recall my interpretation of the marriage planet 
Juno in each of their charts in the May newsletter. I still think they will marry by the 
end of this year or early in 2013 because Brad was born with a Juno/Neptune 
conjunction, a highly romantic vibe that is now activated in his chart via progressions 
that happen once in a lifetime.  
 
Paul Ryan: Pisces Mitt Romney’s choice for running mate is the conservative reformist, 
Paul Ryan, an Aquarius born in Wisconsin. Ryan’s Sun in Aquarius in his second house of 
money and resources is conjunct Pallas, a political asteroid and Venus, the planet that 
rules money, income and inherited funds. Also in this house is Mercury in Capricorn so 
Ryan not surprisingly spends considerable time thinking about the budget. He has 
Jupiter in Scorpio which delivers a harsh aspect to the Aquarius planets, so his ideas 
polarize those who disagree with his philosophy on balancing the budget. A mind-
blower to me is his Sagittarius Ascendant exactly opposite that of Mitt Romney (Gemini 
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rising). Like the romantics above, this is a perfect combination for a partnership 
whether in politics, business or romance. I look at the outer planets here and how they 
are affecting his chart; Ryan has natal Uranus in Libra opposite his natal Mars/Chiron 
conjunction in Aries in his 10th House of career and 4th House of home; with transiting 
Uranus now in Aries on Mars and Chiron he could be uprooted from his Wisconsin home 
and strike a new career deal. He never moved his family to D.C. for as long as he has 
served in Congress (since 1999). Watch his progressions over the next several months – 
does he have what people want?  Will he move for a new job?    
 
The Presidential Campaign of 2012: This section represents my opinion since 
astrologers disagree on which U.S. natal chart is correct – there are 3+ out there. I 
prefer and use the Gemini rising version of the chart to interpret candidates’ aspects 
to the U.S. Planets. In that respect I usually look at the incumbent’s or the candidate’s 
Midheaven (M.C.) to get a feel for what is going to happen to the career – will it be 
elevated by a new job, a promotion or some type of honor, or will there be a loss?  I 
covered both candidates’ charts last month in that respect. I also look at history and 
note that Saturn will be moving into Scorpio on October 5. Saturn cycles occur every 
29 years. In the last century each time we had a Saturn in Scorpio cycle in an election 
year the voters moved in a conservative direction to choose: Ronald Reagan, Dwight 
Eisenhower, and Calvin Coolidge. This election could be one for the books in several 
ways already discussed in previous newsletters. Mitt Romney is a Pisces with no strong 
natal connections to the U.S. chart although now several of his chart progressions 
aspect the U.S. Moon and grow stronger as Inauguration day approaches. The Moon of 
a country (public, patriotism, citizens, and voters) is a very important factor in who 
gets elected President since it describes who carries the popular vote. Mitt Romney’s 
progressed aspects now have a strong match for Obama’s three strong natal aspects to 
the U.S. chart. Anything goes! As I mentioned last summer, Romney would be the 
likely Republican contender. Inauguration Day 2013 falls on a Sunday; the Oath of 
Office will be administered on that day with the celebrations taking place on January 
21. Although we may not know the winner of the election on November 6, we will be 
celebrating the President’s inauguration on January 20. And P.S., sometimes the most 
difficult aspects produce the winner. Stay tuned!    
      
READERS’ CORNER 
 
 I have had several questions regarding Virgo qualities and the 6th house, so it 
seems appropriate to respond in this section. Here are a few that may interest you.   
 

Q. I would like your take on the dilemma I am in now. I am a Gemini male 
dating a Virgo woman. I invited her to Las Vegas the first week of October and told her 
I would make all the reservations to include visits to attractions in the Vegas vicinity. 
Earlier this year we talked about vacationing in the fall. The next time I saw my SO 
she was fired up about asking her sister to go along. It seems her sister’s SO told her 
that Las Vegas was off limits and he won’t go there -- he considers it a money wasting 
venture (she is an Aquarius and he is a Cancer) but her sister really wants to visit. My 
SO said she would share a room with her sister so she doesn’t miss out on the Vegas 
opportunity and said I could have my own room. That is not OK with me, not how I 
want to spend the week, and not giving me a good feeling about my relationship. We 
had planned to see several shows and go sightseeing including a visit to the Grand 
Canyon. Gambling and the slots are a lower priority -- we don’t want to spend all our 
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time at the casinos. Do you see anything astrological that could give me an out? Thank 
you for checking.            
 
 A. I have edited your question and used an ephemeris to check the birth 
planets of the parties you mention and how transits are affecting them. The planets 
are indicating why this problem has come up for you more than anything else. You 
were born with Saturn in Scorpio at a degree close to the first eclipse in Scorpio that 
will occur on November 13. Sometimes we feel the effects of eclipses up to 6 months 
before they occur and up to 6 months after they hit. Your Saturn opposes Mercury in 
Taurus at odds with your SO’s Mercury in Leo. Your Virgo SO was born with Mars in 
harsh aspect to Saturn in Scorpio at the same degree as your Saturn so each of you 
have a fixed idea of what is going to happen on this vacation. Communication seems to 
be the real culprit for not only the two of you but for her sister and her SO (they have 
Mercury in opposite fixed signs Leo and Aquarius so each has a different view of how 
they see life). The “out”:  Since you did not invite your SO’s sister, have not made the 
reservations and have not yet paid for the trip, your best bet is to be straightforward 
with your SO about your choice to spend the vacation solely with her. If she insists her 
sister join you, regardless of who pays for the trip, you can decline and forego the trip 
altogether. Why not suggest that her sister talk to her SO about a future trip to Las 
Vegas – the burden is on them, not you, to work out a compromise. That couple may 
find that they do not have as much in common as they would like. You and your SO are 
going to experience your first Saturn return in the next year and a half which can be a 
make or break event in relationships. Each of you has experienced challenges from the 
current Gemini-Sagittarius eclipses that wind down in 2013. If you have learned 
lessons from them and are open to discussing plans, dreams and feelings in depth, you 
may be tying the knot at the end of the cycle instead of going separate ways.  
       
CONFIDENTIAL TO “HYPOCHONDRIAC’S FRIEND” – Yes, some Virgos have strong germ 
phobias and imagine all types of illnesses even when they don’t exist. Virgos rule the 
6th House; many are excellent healers and medical personnel. What you describe 
sounds a extreme measures in making sure everyone and everything is germ free. We 
also have built in immunity and must let it work for us. The isolation situation you 
describe won’t last. 
 

Thank you to all who sent in questions and comments about last month’s 
newsletter. I’m glad you enjoyed August’s issue and welcome your thoughts once 
again.  

 
 
 QUOTE OF THE MONTH: “Far away there in the sunshine are my highest 
aspirations. I may not reach them but I can look up and see their beauty. Believe in 
them and try to follow where they lead.” …Louisa May Alcott 
 
OFFICE HOURS 
 

 Monday, Wednesday and Friday: 10 am–7 pm. 
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 Tuesday: 12-6 pm. 
 Thursday: 1-7 pm. 
 Saturday: 11 am-4 pm. 
 All other hours by special arrangement. No Sunday hours. 

 

Information about the sign of the month is general and may not address the 
actual activity in your chart. If this is your birthday month or if you are interested in 
learning more about how the current cycles affect your chart, call me to schedule an 
appointment for a personal consultation or a coaching session. I work with individuals, 
business owners, entrepreneurs, and executives providing guidance and strategic 
planning advice in a variety of fields. For a unique approach give the gift of a 
consultation or a written report to a loved one or associate. Gift certificates are 
available in the amount of your choice. Refer a friend and receive a $15 discount 
toward your next consultation. I look forward to hearing from you.  

 
The written reports I offer include a color natal chart: Astro-Talk Complete 

Natal Interpretation Report, Child Star (intended for the younger set from infant 
through 16), Friends and Lovers to compare your data with a romantic partner, friend 
or business partner, Life Progressions which highlight important life stages for the 
current year or so, Solar Return report which describes the year from birthday to 
birthday, or Timeline Report ($40-55 for a year of data) that highlights how current 
planets affect your life. You can also give a gift certificate for a personal consultation.    
   

WWWeeelllcccooommmeee   ttthhheee   bbbrrreeeaaattthhhtttaaakkkiiinnnggg   pppaaallleeetttttteeesss   ooofff   fffaaallllll,,,   
 

Alice 
 
Alice DeVille  
Consulting Services 
Office: (703) 825-7235 
@CosmicSolutions 
 
NOTE: I normally keep files for five years and continuously update both online and 
postal mailing lists. If you have moved in the past six months, please send your current 
address. To be removed from this mailing list or to make a mailing address change, 
send a message to DeVilleAA@aol.com. Many thanks.  
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